
Reflexions of time  

In comes the rain playing its light bony fingers across the windowsill. Peaceful 

rhythms beat repeating taps whilst swirling tears race each other down the cool glass. 

Coldness is held outside where it sits soaking its environment with a grey mist. Can you see 

the rain? Fine and featherlike in its lightness as it moves like huge bedsheets through the 

skies, wrapping the valley below in its damp embrace.  

It is travelling in from the sea where the waves throw the sound of their voice aiming 

for the space between two hillsides. The air belts out a hoarse cough traveling on the wind. 

It jumps under the sheets of rain and travels down where it lingers in the small streets 

below. The echos it leaves, chases people as they run for cover amongst the maze of 

alleyways, whilst up above the mountains seem to hover, peeking their great crested necks 

out through the haze to take their place as darkened guards to the valley below.   

Across on the other hillside, the library window meets their eyes. The reflections of 

the mountains painting themselves across the mirror like faces in the library windows, cut 

through and divided by the windowpanes, looking disjointed, with no sense of belonging. 

Who can pinpoint where they end, and the sky begins?  

Still, they watch like you and I, bearing witness to the changing times. Although our 

time to watch is short in comparison. You see, the windows and the mountains have sat and 

watched each other for over a hundred and thirty-seven years. A silent acknowledgement 

born from the breath of the Victorian craftsman who wore their hands through in carving 

the arches and their lungs out from working in the drizzled air.   



Did you know that window eyes can see through both ways? In and out. Past and 

future. Each touch of stone and glass holds memories of a thousand faces doing such a 

simple act. Looking. Minds filled with millions of thoughts.  

Place your face to the glass. A different time plays before your eyes. Draw closer and 

see into the heart of the beating room of books. Look through, closer. Do you see the light 

dancing?  There. A glowing candle flickering from its ceramic holder.  Red wax slips down 

the neck where it pools and hardens in clumps like tulips growing around the base.   

Now look further into the room. Let the candlelight guide your eye over the many 

vacant desks laid out like church pews forged in the enveloping shadows. No one has come 

to greet them or light their candles who lie cracked, like dried up runner beans. Gnarled, 

with wax spots clinging like boils onto their slim bodies bent over like ancient scarecrows. 

Movement. Circling back round to the glowing desk. A person! Do you see them? 

The lit candle glows in triumph as it lights the page for its master. Below it, paper softly sighs 

as each page is smoothed over to find a blank face. A crease forms when hands press down 

asking the page to obey and lie flat whilst skilled fingers grab the nearest fountain pen. In 

clicks a new ink cartridge, ready to go. Red like the candle wax beside it. New words form as 

ink spills across the page artfully guided into loops and swirls. Its script pauses as the end of 

the page draws near before it leaps onto the new blank page hidden behind it. Faster and 

faster, it goes, dancing to the voice of the rain and the cackle of the candle. All the thoughts 

of the day being noted down. It all collects there rising up like a blood thicket of scrawls.  

More movement. Another silhouette. A person darting between shelves. They’re 

slowing down now. Stopping near the writer’s desk but their back is turned so you or I 

cannot see their face. They are a reader, standing near the shelf they last plucked from. 



Their new find trembles in their hands as their eyes absorb the text laid out before them. 

You can see them taking it in by the bend in their neck.  They will look up eventually.  

Another hour rolls by, their legs grow weary. Slowly they walk, still reading, expertly 

guiding themselves around obstacles littered about the floor. A fallen book, a lost bag, a 

stray coat. How do people see these things?  

Keep watching, the red leather sofas tempting the reader further on to the far end of 

the room. They collapse down into the seats with a soft thud.  Here it is warm. There are 

remains of embers that twinkle in the grate beside the sofas. A stack of logs looks on 

longingly. The reader does not see them. You wish they wouldn’t let that fire out, you’d 

throw on a log yourself if you could. 

  Instead, another hour passes, and the fire disappears in one last breath of smoke. It 

spirals through the air, finding the nose of the writer who feels the air turn cold as their 

hand slows. You sympathise with the writer who gets up and with a curse under their 

breath, begins the steady ritual of coaxing life back into the fire. Growing it back from one 

tiny glowing amber spark hidden within a mound of ash.  

Life returns to the fire once more. It is well fed with a good evening dinner of logs. 

Satisfied, the writer jumps up and heads towards their desk again. Now they sigh and slump, 

reading over and over what they have written.  

They spread the pages, where each one is targeted. A black cross cutting through the 

red ink where the words were not enough. The pages start curling in on themselves, they 

are tired from the lines of crisscrossed marks and now roll up like maps concealing their 

precious destinations. Hastily they are stuffed into a brown leather satchel, stashed away as 



the writer takes their leave.  The writer begins walking towards you at the window. You 

wave but they remain motionless. You still can’t see their face clearly, can you?  

Their figure dissolves into the drops of rain pooling by your fingers pressed up 

against the glass. You shake your head, but the room remains untouched by your efforts.  

The reader does not notice, they are lost in their page. As the fire grows warmer, 

their eyes close and the book flutters to rest beside them. Out goes the candle, leaving the 

light from the fire to be the only light in the room.  

 


